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Summary
In the cytogenetical research experiments at present carried out in Italian cattle breds
which are in way of numerical decrease, we have taken into consideration a sample number of
o bulls of the « Grigia Alpina breed n, chosen out of a group coming from an A.I. Centre and
5
from those which were selected for reproduction purposes at the Pure Breed Show.
Five bulls resulted to be carriers of a new autosomal translocation involving two of the
smallest chromosomes.
On the basis of the results obtained by need of measurements and the application of band.
ing, we are of the opinion the translocation concerns the chromosomes of the pairs 25 and 27
Two of the translocation carriers, kept at an A.I. Centre have never given semen suitable
for freezing purposes.
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However other anomalies have been discovered and identified either by
of banding methods or by measuring the relative length of the chromosomes
in question. ’
OPESCU scientific paper )
P
S
1977 explains in great depth all the
(
anomalies discovered up till now in the Bos taurus I,. To these abnormalities
one must add the translocation 20
14
) which was more recently identified by
ARV (1978).
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VVe present a new type of Robertsonian translocation in which the chromosomes involved are identified by measurements and banding studies.
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Materials and methods
In the research program of the Italian National Research Comacil (C.N.R.)
&dquo; Defense of animal genetic resources &dquo; meant to identify the chromosomal complement of various Italian cattle breeds in way of exstinction, we have examined
50 bulls, belonging to the Alpine Grey (Grigia Alpina) breed&dquo;. Out of the group

chosen by the Zootechnic Commission of the Herd Book to be destined
for the Progeny test and the rest were selected at the Bolzano Pure Breed Show
as Prime specimens of their breed.
The latter group were set aside in various
breeding stations in Alto Adige for reproduction purposes.
The microscopic specimens were obtained by culture of leucocytes from the
OORHEAD
et al. 6
peripheral blood according to the method of M
I9 slightly
(
)
0
modified.
The chromosomes involved in the translocation were identified by the Rbanding method using BUDR, and Orange Acridine staining (PoPEscu, 1975
).
The densitometric profiles were obtained with a iTZ
/E MPV II microphotometer.
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The idiogram was constructed on the basis of 10 cells from all the heterozygous animals.
The C-bands were obtained by ’
UMMER method )
S
1972 modified by Poruscu
(
some were

(1974).

Results
The karotype of 5 animals evidenced the normal number of chromosomes
reduced to 59
, due to the presence of a small metacentric chromosome, whose
centrometric index is 47
44 ± ,
.
57 obtained by fusing 2 chromosomes of small
.
2
dimensions (fig. i).
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From the measurement idiogram it may be seen that the long arm is within
the range of the pairs 21
8 and the short one within the range of the pairs 25
2
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(fig. 2
).
After R-band

the long arm of the abnormal chromosome showed
the free chromosome z
5 and the short one as the free chromosome 27
, according to Gus2evssorr and IIaG!!,TORrr 6)
197 (fig. 3).
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With the use of the I,
iTZ NIPV II microphotometer a sketch was made of the
E
banded chromosomal profiles. In spite of the small number of metaphases we
were able to examine, due to the impossibility of being connected with a suitable
computer, non-the-less, we were able to confirm that the chromosomes involved
in the translocation are those belonging to the pairs 25 and 27 (fig. 4
).
The fused chromosome in cells treated by C-banding method, appears as
carrying a single constitutive heterochromatin block on its long arm (fig. 5).
Up till now we have only been able to study the sexual behaviour and semen
picture of 2 out of the 5 mentioned bulls which were brought to an Artificial
Insemination Centre.
Apart from the 2 bulls’poor libido &dquo;, the few ejaculations presented, seemed
to be of bad quality and insufficient and not suitable for freezing purposes. On
the contrary all the bulls belonging to the same bred that were present in the same
Centre have always supplied spermatic material of good quality and quantity
and suitable for freezing purposes. In the light of these first comments,
we intend to carry out the study of this new translocation.
We intend to study
the meiosis of male translocation heterozygotes with the aim of pointing out the
presence of the trivalent and, if that is the case, of cells with unbalanced karyotypes in the second meiotic metaphases.
We intend also to go into the study of fertility in greater depth by keeping
a greater number of the translocation carriers under control.
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Résumé
Une nouvelle translocation autosomale chez le bétail Gris des

Alpes

Dans le cadre d’un programme de recherche portant sur les races bovines italiennes en voie
une étude cytogénétique sur 5
o taureaux de race Grise des Alpes a été entreprise.
ont été trouvés porteurs d’une nouvelle translocation robertsonienne.
Par la méthode des bandes R nous avons constaté que la translocation implique les chromosomes 25 et 27
. La semence des deux animaux porteurs de cette anomalie n’a jamais pu être
de

disparition,
Cinq animaux
congelée.

Riassunto
Nuova traslocazione autoson!ica !ella

razza

Grigia Alpí!a

Nell’ambito delle ricerche volte ad individuare citogeneticamente Ie razze bovine italiane
in via di estinzione, abbiamo preso in esame !o tori appartenenti alla razza Grigia Alpina. I soggetti
sono stati scelti tra quelli presentí in un Centre di Fecondazione Artificiale e traquelli che, giudicati migliori alle Aste stagionali della razza, tenutesi a Bolzano, venivano destinati alla riproduzione.
5 tori sono risultati portatori di una nuova traslocazione derivata dalla fusione di due tra i
più piccoli autosomi che, mediante misurazioni e bandeggio, sono risultati appartenere alle coppie
25 e 27.
Due dei soggetti portatori della traslocazione non hanno finora dato materiale spermatico
adatto al congelamento.
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